Landau damping is a phenomenon observed in plasma wherein there is an exponential decay in the oscillations of the number density of electrons. Collision less damping of electrical waves in plasma is investigated in the frame of the classical formulation of the problem. In the presence of hybrid nontheremal nonextensive electrons, the effect of variable dust size and charge on the Landau damping of acoustic waves is studied. Using Vlasov -Poisson`s equations with the kinetic theory, Landau damping of dust acoustic waves (DAWs) propagating characteristics with negatively charged dust grains and Maxwellian ion distribution are investigated. The charging of dust grains with different sizes obeys the power law dust size distribution described by the orbital-motion-limited theory. The dependence of the wave frequency on the different dust radii for wave numbers are plotted, also, the Phase diagram of both the grain radius of dusty plasma and the wave number affected the presence of the Landau damping are plotted. There are first, second and third regions in the diagram. This study could be useful for such distribution exists as in the space situations.
Introduction
Much more researches focused in Dusty plasma especially in space in the earth`s atmosphere [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In a study by Barkan et al. [1] dust grains of charges in a plasma gives rise to new one of dust modes. However, the low-frequency of acoustic waves in a magnetized dusty plasma contain electrons, ions and dust particles analysis [2] . Supposing of static and non-static charged dust grains the wave spectra was studied at [3] . Small and finite amplitude electrostatic dust waves in the case of nonlinear propagation were investigated in the low and high density regimes [4] . The study of Dust ionacoustic and dust-acoustic instabilities in dusty plasmas with standard Vlasov approach were previously investigated [5] . The characteristic of dust frequencies was considerably smaller than the corresponding electron or ion quantities [6] . The effects of variable dust size and charge on dust acoustic waves propagating in a hybrid Cairns-Tsallis complex plasma or Nonextensive electron and nonthermal ion with different cases were studied [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Because of Landau, damping at dusty plasma with different sizes is similar to some other phenomena in the dusty plasma; much more investigations still remain needed. Therefore, in the present paper, the author studied and investigated the Landau damping taking into consideration the effect of dust size distribution and dust charge. On the other hand, the previous studies in this field mainly focused on dusty plasma, which is of the same sizes and charges of dust grains [17] [18] [19] . In fact, the dust grains have many different sizes [20] [21] [22] [23] , [11] . However, the dust size distribution function is assumed to be a polynomial [24] . At the resonance between particles and waves in plasma, Landau damping is found, which is a collision less damping phenomenon and was first predicted by Landau in 1946 for Langmuir wave [24] , [25] . However, for a Maxwelliian velocity distribution, the landau damping of DAWs was studied [26] . Also, Landau damping at either a Lorantzian or nonextensive dusty plasma was investigated [27] , [28] . Moreover, the case of the presence of hybrid nonthermal and nonextensive electrons the Landau damping of dust acoustic waves was studied [29] . Due to the data obtained from our survey, in dusty plasma with different sizes of dust grains and charge and with hybrid Carins-Tsallis distributed electrons, the Landau damping of DAWs has not investigated yet. Thus, this study presents, in addition to the above introduction, in section 2, how to obtain the dispersion relation, the linearized Vlasove-poosson`s equations with a kinetic model used for DAWs. While, in section 3, the real and imaginary parts of wave frequency were calculated. Section 4 furnishes a discussion of the characteristics of Landau damping taking into consideration the effect of different sizes and charge distribution of dust grains. In section 5, the conclusion is presented. 
Governing equations
While is represented as the average distribution function of the dust grains (DG) ( . The electric field satisfies , where ∑ ∫ (2) The number densities of ion and electrons are expressed as: ,
And , (4) Where are taken as the normalized number of densities for electrons and for ions. , and where and being the ion and electron temperature respectively. Equation (2) rewrite as;
,
In the case of all quantity perturbed and vary with in the form of Equations (1),(5) are reduced to: ,
Real and imaginary parts of wave frequency By equation (7) and (8) , the following could be obtained:
This gives the dispersion relation of the DAWs, as follows:
While,
Where at equation (10) is the longitudinal dielectric. The value of is supposed to be complex and could be rewritten as where the real part is and the imaginary part is . By Taylor expansion; equation (10), for dust acoustic waves,
And then by equations (12) and (13) we get, (15) The Landau damping under the effect of different size dust grains In this section, the effects of different sizes distribution on the propagating frequency of dust acoustic waves at equations (12) and (13) are studied. Firstly, the radius of DG is considered to be satisfying ∫ , where , , and are the density of dust grains, at equilibrium, are the electric surface potential and are the vacuum permittivity. Replacing the summations by integrals with boundaries , according to ElTaibany et al. [11] where the DG radius satisfies the following equation:
Then, the Landau damping of DAWs can be calculated by employing the previously reported formula [27] , [28] , [29] .
, (17) In first and third regions I and III, the Landau damping increases while it decreases in the second region. It is easy to observe that the landau damping decreases with increasing the dust grain size radius and increases with increasing the wave number. While it decreases in the case of a wave number greater than 0.1 and less than 1.
Conclusions
Landau damping and collision less damping of electrical waves in plasma is investigated in the frame of the classical formulation of the problem taking into consideration the effects of variable dust sizes and charge of dusty grains and under the effect of hybrid Cairns-Tsallis complex plasma. By applying the kinetic theory to Vlasov-Poisson equations, the dispersion relation discussed and obtained for this wave mode. It is found that the nonthermal and the nonextensive parameters have an influence on the wave velocity. Also, the variable dust size distribution has a greater effect on the real part of DAWs frequency and it increases as radius of the dust grain (DG) increases. Landau damping as a function of both the grain radius of DG and the wave number is plotted. There are first, second and third regions. It is found that the frequency of the wave increases as the dust size increases or decreases and as the difference between dust size increases and also as the wave number increases except in the case of wave number greater than 0.1 and less than 1, it decreases. The result of this study can be useful for understanding Landau damping of DAWs in space and laboratory dust plasma, where the variable dust sizes obey the hybrid nonthermal nonextensive distribution.
